
14” tall downdraft vent system
pops up and down with push of button
flush with cooktop in down position 
safety microswitches
multiple venting options
500 cfm internal blower option
900 / 1200 cfm remote blower option
variable speed control slider
dishwasher safe grease filters
stainless steel trim with no logo
reversible motor box
sone range: 3.5 - 6.5
6” duct (internal)
10” round duct (remote)

Size/Color/Model #
30 SS
36 SS
500 CFM Internal Blower
900 CFM Remote Blower
1200 CFM Remote Blower
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SCIR3014SS 
SCIR3614SS

IB500
RBORIG900

RBORIG1200

With a reversible motor box, the new 
14” rise Scirocco Plus can fit behind a 

range top, cook top or range.   

Safety microswitches on the 
grease filters prevent the 
Scirocco Plus from lowering 
when grease filters are not 
installed.

Up / down motor on 14” 
rise range hood stops 
automatically if an object or 
finger obstructs its path.

Momentary delay up/down 
button prevents the unit 
from raising or lowering 
when cleaning the top trim.

Rising a full 14” above the cooktop, the Scirocco Plus vents 
horizontally across the cooking surface and down through the 
exhaust vent.  At the press of a button, the stainless steel Scirocco 
Plus retracts back down into the counter.

Scirocco Plus 14” Rise
a new disappearing downdraft
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WARNING!  You must know the cook top cutout to determine the 
downdraft cutout.  Consult the cook top manufacturer’s installation 
instructions before cutting the counter top.

Dimensional Diagrams

Rev.  07/12WARNING!  Product specifications are subject to change without notification.  Consult the installation instructions for 
both the remote blower and the ventilation system before you begin installing this rangehood.

Cutout  Dimensions

Top trim widths:
30" (762 mm) vent
36" (914 mm) vent

14 " (357 mm) 
retractable 
vent height

27" (686 mm) for 30" (762 mm) vent
33" (838 mm) for 36" (914 mm) vent
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Note: Overall dimensions show unit with 
internal blower box attached. Remote 
Blower would only have a vent collar 
attached instead of the 13” x 13” box shown.
X = Distance to the rear of the cabinet
or wall. Must be a minimum of ½”.

When mounted on the front of the hood, the 
Internal blower box can be rotated to vent 
left, right, down or thru the hood to the rear 
of the unit. When mounted on the back of the 
hood, the blower can be vented left, right or 
down. The remote blower venting can come 
out the front or back of the unit venting 
down.

Product Side View 
(motor on the front and back)

Behind a Cooktop Behind a Cook top, 
Range top or Range
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Remote Blower ducting cut out hole


